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Key Topics in This Update
In this report we discuss three topics that are front of mind in our industry:
After an extraordinary 2020 and the
advent of amazing efficacy with
COVID mRNA vaccines we have seen
a much more challenging market in
2021. On net biotech was down for
the year and has now opened 2022
down another 15%. What does this
mean? Is our sector headed into an

What are the main
causes of the
ongoing bear
market in biotech?
What does this
mean for the rest of
the year?

The Fed is talking
about a significant
year of tightening.
What does this
imply for the
markets?

What is the overall
condition and
outlook for the
global biotech
sector?

extended capital drought and Bear
market.
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Pandemic Update
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COVID-19 Case Load Skyrocketing
3,468,369
New cases reported worldwide, Jan 14, 2022

Superspike. COVID caseload has gone up 6x in a month due to the rapid spread of
Omicron. This is an impressive exhibition of virality.
Daily Confirmed COVID-19 Cases Worldwide (7-Day Smoothed)
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5,535,426
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9,625,596,135
Vaccinations delivered in 183 countries

Source: Johns Hopkins Database, Jan 17, 2022
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Global Deaths from COVID-19 Have Barely Moved
There has been enough time to see the effect of Omicron on mortality. While not benign the spike
in cases has largely not resulted in fatalities.
Daily Confirmed COVID-19 Deaths Worldwide (7-Day Smoothed)
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Source: Johns Hopkins Database, Jan 17, 2022
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One Eight the Risk of Ending up on a Ventilator with Omicron:
(7 chances in a 1000 risk).

January 2, 2022

This is a retrospective cohort study of electronic health
record (EHR) data of 577,938 first-time SARS-CoV-2

The Emergent Omicron cohort differed significantly from the Delta
cohort in demographics, comorbidities, and socio-economic
determinants of health. After propensity-score matching for

infected patients from a multicenter, nationwide database

demographics, socio-economic determinants of health,

in the US during 9/1/2021–12/24/2021, including 14,054

comorbidities, medications and vaccination status, the 3-day risks

who had their first infection during the 12/15/2021–

in the Emergent Omicron cohort outcomes were consistently less

12/24/2021 period when the Omicron variant emerged

than half those in the Delta cohort: ED visit: 4.55% vs. 15.22%

(“Emergent Omicron cohort”) and 563,884 who had their

(risk ratio or RR: 0.30, 95% CI: 0.28-0.33); hospitalization: 1.75%
vs. 3.95% (RR: 0.44, 95% CI: 0.38-0.52]); ICU admission: 0.26%

first infection during the 9/1/2021–12/15/2021 period

vs. 0.78% (RR: 0.33, 95% CI:0.23-0.48); mechanical ventilation:

when the Delta variant was predominant (“Delta cohort”).

0.07% vs. 0.43% (RR: 0.16, 95% CI: 0.08-0.32).

Source: https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.30.21268495v1
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The 64,000 Dollar Question:
Is Omicron the End of the COVID-19 Road?
PRESS DEMOCRAT – JAN 15, 2022: “After nearly two years and wave after wave of the deadliest outbreak in American
history, the hopeful are ready to embrace the belief that the latest COVID-19 virus variant marks the beginning of the
end of the pandemic. Microsoft founder Bill Gates tweeted this week that once omicron subsides, “the rest of the year
should see far fewer cases so Covid can be treated more like seasonal flu.” But despite the optimism, infectious
disease and public health experts say it’s going to get a lot worse before it gets better, and it’s too early to say
whether omicron represents the last gasp of COVID-19 and declare that we’re nearing the end of the pandemic.
The experts agree that with 2 million people across the globe becoming infected every day, omicron is not likely to be
the last mutation, and the next one could be even more virulent. Though deaths across the African continent did rise
significantly in the seven days ending Jan. 9, the omicron surge caused fewer deaths than previous COVID-19 waves,
and hospitalizations have remained low, the WHO said.
Scientists say omicron may also be peaking in Great Britain and in parts of the United States. Meanwhile, a study in
South Africa also found that the immune response among people infected with omicron appeared to increase
protection against delta.
With omicron seemingly causing less severe illness and offering protection against the deadlier delta strain, many
have started to regard omicron as a sort of godsend, particularly those who are weary of public health measures.
But Dr. Lee Riley, infectious disease expert at UC Berkeley, said it’s too early to make that call. “I think people are
giving too much credit to the Omicron variant,” Riley said in an email. “As we have seen throughout this pandemic,
variants come and go.”
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A Rocky Start to 2022
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Zero M&A Deals
This is the first year in a long time where we have not seen any meaningful biopharma industry M&A deals
print in the first half of January.
Pharma balance sheets are generally quite
strong. Why the paucity of M&A?

Biopharma M&A Deals over $100mm Announced
in First 16 Days of January
6
5

No one knows for sure and, to be clear,
M&A announcement volume is a bit of a
Poisson process.

6

5

Conversations we have had with big
pharma reveal an obvious truth. The
valuations of targets are falling quickly
and, in general, companies are seen as still
very richly valued.
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There have been some deals in the
biologics CDMO space.

2022
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Tale of Two Years
SPACs and High-Flying Biotechs Down Big

Meme stocks, blank-check companies and high-flying
biotech names that were all the rage at the start of 2021
are now running cold.
The first two weeks of the year have brought a 17% tumble
for a group of stocks that went public via merger with
blank-check firms and a 10% correction for the
biotechnology industry.
That’s a very different picture from a year ago when
investors pushed easy money into the SPAC bubble or
high-flying stocks backed by the portfolio of exchangetraded funds in Cathie Wood’s ARK Investment
Management.
Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2022-01-15/meme-stocks-de-spacs-and-biotech-slump-in-rough-start-to-2022
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One Month Percent Value Change Across Life Science Verticals
Total Sector Percent Change in Value Over Last Month (Dec 18, 2021 to Jan 18, 2022)
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Source: CapitalIQ
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Sectors that have performed
well in the current Bear Market
are China Pharma, generics
and API. These sectors have
not been touched much by
high-flying generalist funds
and specialist sector hedge
funds. We view the current
downdraft in biotech,
diagnostics, CROs etc. as
substantially linked to investor
redemptions from healthcare
hedge funds that
underperformed in the second
half of 2021.
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Abundant Capital in Privates But Public Market Dry
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As noted at right, this ratio has been above
parity consistently for the last year and, if
anything, the ratio is trending up. Last week, the
ratio was 3.36x, indicating a very slow public
market.

2.5

13-Jul

Traditionally, the ratio would be well under one
as public companies tend to use up and
command much more capital than privates.

Ratio of Trailing One Month Volume of Equity Privates
to Equity Follow-ons, June 2020 to Jan 2022

13-Jun

Biopharma public issuance has been slow with
three IPO’s in the U.S. so far this year and far
slower follow-on equity volume than a year ago.
One interesting metric to follow is the trailing
ratio of four weeks equity privates volume in
biopharma to four week’s public follow-on
volume.
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The Biopharma Financing Market Evolving
Uncharacteristically, four of the largest financing transactions announced last week involved investments from strategics
(SK, Roche, BMS and Sanofi). The equity privates market is seeing crossovers fade away while strategic investors are
stepping up.

Financing Transactions in Biopharma Sector of $100mm or more Announced Jan 10 to Jan 15, 2022
Date

Target/Issuer

01/11/2022

Freenome

01/12/2022

ChengDa Pharma

01/10/2022

Maze Therapeutics, Inc.

01/10/2022

01/10/2022

Center for Breakthrough Medicines

Target Country
United States
United States

Transaction Types

Private Equity Placement

Amount
($mm)
$350

Buyer / Investor
SK Holdings

Private Equity Placement

$290

Roche

IPO

$276

NA

United States

Private Equity Placement

$190

Large Syndicate

Century Therapeutics

United States

Public Equity Offering

$150

Bristol Myers Squibb

01/10/2022

Verana Health

United States

Private Equity Placement

$150

J&J, Novo Growth

01/10/2022

Bluepha

China

Private Equity Placement

$126

Chengtong + others

01/10/2022

Exscientia

United States

Public Equity Offering

$100

Sanofi

01/12/2022

Vaxcyte, Inc. (NasdaqGS:PCVX)

United States

Public Equity Offering

$100

NA

01/11/2022

Shanghai ZhenGe Biotechnology Co.,Ltd.

China

Private Equity Placement

$100

Large Syndicate

01/11/2022

Starfield Food & Science Technology

United States

Private Equity Placement

$100

Primavera Capital Group

Source: CapitalIQ

China
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JP Morgan Week
Some Highlights:
Jamie Dimon, CEO of JP Morgan, tells participants that 2022 will be a huge year for
healthcare. He also talks on CNBC about the importance of managing healthcare costs.
In total, there were over 250 company presentations at the conference and several hundred
more at the adjoining Biotech Showcase event
Pfizer highlights its mRNA portfolio. Agrees to pay Beam $300 million in gene-editing deal,
amping up its mRNA ambitions
Bayer to pay CRISPR-focused Mammoth Biosciences $40 million for gene editing research
Healthcare services firms embrace AI and value-based care. Numerous interesting
presentations
Fujifilm gives a rare public presentation on its healthcare ambitions, highlighting its interest
in cell therapy and biomanufacturing (video)

Jamie Dimon, JP Morgan

You can download
any of over 200
company
presentations from
JPM week here.
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CERSI Conference Held During JPM Week

We attended the CERSI Conference on drug and device development yesterday, virtually of course. Here are some tidbits from
the conference.
Hal Barron, Head R&D, GSK: exponential growth in
biology makes much more possible for patients. We
need to deliver this possibility by learning from
oncology. The move to surrogate endpoints for fast
approach can be implemented for other disease areas.
To accomplish this we need more collaboration between
govt and industry.
Rob Califf, FDA Head Nominee: Biggest change would
be a legislative framework that would stimulate
computationally driven trials to accelerate approvals.

Anna Eshoo, Chair of the Health Subcommittee at U.S.
House of Representatives: Need to refine pathways for
fast approvals. Important to keep public perception in
mind.
Michelle McMurry-Heath, MD, PhD – President and
CEO at BIO: Need to evolve and continue to promote
accelerated approvals as quickly as possible. China
focuses on getting 3 to 5 compounds into market
quickly to create market choices and price competition.
We can learn from China.
16

FDA Updates at CERSI
Janet Woodcock, Acting Commissioner of FDA, gave an
extraordinarily impressive talk on what is on the FDA’s plate.
She highlighted the many topics facing the agency including
data systems, food safety, severe resource constraints, progress
in science (and need to react), better clinical trial designs,
evolution in gene therapies, issues with contaminants in foods
and medicines, overdose crisis, synthetic nicotine / vaping,
generics, alternative paths to market and challenges in
inspecting manufacturing sites (in and out of the United States).
Patrizia Cavazzoni, MD – Director, Center for Drug Evaluation
and Research at FDA, gave a detailed overview of top issues at
FDA in drug development. For common diseases she
emphasized the increasing importance of defining subsets of
disease where drugs might work particularly well and do better
than the standard of care. She spoke at some length about
early approvals (subpart H for drugs, subpart E for biologics)
for products for serious diseases and requisite surrogate
endpoints other than morbidity or mortality.
Overall, the impression from both talks was one of high
competence, seriousness, desire to serve patients and concern
about resource constraints at the agency. In many ways, the
FDA has become the world’s portal for food and drug safety
and the role is monumental in its magnitude.
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What About Drug Price Reform?
A Look into the “Crystal Ball”

Jan 2, 2022: For those expecting major changes in 2022 to pricing and
reimbursement of pharmaceuticals landscape, they may be
disappointed.
Given that Senator Manchin (D-WV) has said “no” to the Build Back
Better Act, the legislation’s prospects look dire. But, the bill isn’t dead
yet. Senator Manchin may change his mind. He may in fact be using his
“no” as a bargaining chip. A truncated budget reconciliation bill has a
strong likelihood of passing.
Alternatively, popular pieces of the bill could be put forward, not in the
form of budget reconciliation legislation, rather, as separate smaller bills
that go through the regular process of law making.
These could include several of the drug pricing provisions as well as
restructuring of the Medicare Part D (outpatient) benefit, as these are
very popular among constituents. Moreover, there is strong support for
certain measures, such as a $35 cap on monthly insulin out-of-pocket
expenses, and a $2,000 maximum annual out-of-pocket costs for
Medicare beneficiaries.

Even without legislation, the marketplace will continue to
evolve in ways that put pressure on net drug prices. Payers
in both the commercial and public spaces will increasingly
resort to utilizing clinical- and cost-effectiveness to
determine pricing and reimbursement of prescription drugs.
So, for example, state Medicaid policymakers have been
actively pursuing ways to apply Institute for Clinical and
Economic Review’s (ICER) research findings to help manage
their prescription drug expenditures. The Kaiser Family
Foundation found that at least 35 different states now
review comparative effectiveness studies when determining
their coverage criteria, with the most commonly cited
studies published by ICER.
Also, biosimilars will gain even more traction across multiple
therapeutic categories. Biosimilar uptake will steadily rise in
2022, and may accelerate further in 2023

Source: https://www.forbes.com/sites/joshuacohen/2022/01/02/predictions-2022-the-economy-politics-and-drug-pricing-reform/?sh=10f68e0225a0
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Top Themes for 2022
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Ten themes to watch in 2022

1
2

3

ADC’s were huge in 2021 and are going to be even bigger in
2022. The bottom line is that ADC medicines work and
work well for cancer. This is a very big deal.
High tech merged with biotech in the last two years. All of a
sudden, our industry has gone from hoping to find drugs
through screening and luck to an engineering challenge.
The process of turning medicine into structured problemsolving with AI, single cell tools, advanced 3D chemistry, and
programmable cells has been transformative.
A big trend in 2021 was the primacy of primary care. We
have been in a rare disease / oncology focused biotech
world for so long. The two largest value gainers last year
were Novo and Lilly. We expect to see increased success
from investment in common diseases. The FDA and Biden
want this to happen.

are a lot of interesting companies out there right
4 There
now. Recursion, Alnylam, Kymera, Beam, Regeneron,

5

SparingVision, Seer are among them. But, our favorite
company to watch is Eikon. This company is bringing
advanced engineering to the drug discovery space,
focusing in particular on high-precision measurements of
protein dynamics in living cells. This company has the
potential to rewrite the medicine textbooks.
Watch innovation from China. China has gone from
copying Western generic medicines five years ago to
developing their own innovative drugs in five short years.
In 2022 and beyond we expect to see China develop
highly innovative medicines through a whole new breed
of biotech companies.
20

Ten themes to watch in 2022 (continued)

6
7
8

Real businesses are back. We expect to see more investment
returns from companies that actually have profits
including pharma services. We are seeing high interest in
these companies from private equity / public investors.
Along these lines we expect to see increasing consolidation
among mid-cap and specialty pharma worldwide. Last year,
saw quite a bit of specialty pharma consolidation. We
suspect this should continue.
We see huge breakthroughs coming in proteomics. The last
two years have seen very exciting companies like Nautilus
Quanterix and Seer come to the public markets. The findings
from high-throughput mass proteomics from groups like
Amgen & Somalogic have the promise to transform
medicine and are just starting to be felt. The next wave will
come from learnings involving protein interactions.

therapeutics will start to get real respect. The
9 Digital
consumerization of digital therapeutics with services

like Noom has been profound during the pandemic. We
see 2022 as the year when digital therapeutics from
companies like Pear, MEDRhythms and Luminopia get real
reimbursement and go increasingly mainstream.

10

Virtual care, ePharmacy and eDispensing of medicines
continue to grow exponentially. The pandemic was the
the spark for the tinder. Online care and consumerization
of access to pharmaceuticals through eDispensing is
rapidly becoming a major global phenomenon. We
expect to see this area continue to explode as regulations
catch up with consumer interest in accessing medicines
for symptomatic disease on demand.
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View of the Future
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NOUBAR ABEYAN, ANNUAL LETTER, 2022:
When this pandemic is finally behind us, I believe
governments, companies and communities must
begin a collective stocktaking so fundamental it is
hard to yet dimension. But already, at this stage,
we can see the ways in which the pandemic has
revealed the future of biotechnology, an industry I
have contributed to and watched evolve over the
past 35 years. The crisis has thrown into relief the
powerful forces shaping our industry, and those
forces, taken together and furthered by innovation,
capital, and talent, make it possible to totally
rethink how we define and approach illness and
disease, and protect and prolong our health.

Source: Flagship Pioneering, Annual Letter, Jan 2022

This letter explores four of the forces shaping
biotech’s future: programmable medicines and digital
biology; machine learning and artificial intelligence;
the exponential value potential of bioplatforms; and a
pandemic-inspired regulatory reset.
Were you bowled over when you first heard the trial
results showing 94.5% efficacy [of Moderna’s vaccine]?
My answer –“no, it wasn’t surprising” – is short on
dramatic reveal, but inevitable in the era of programmable
medicines. More importantly, it speaks to the shift from a
probabilistic drug discovery industry characterized by
multiple “shots on goal” to the deterministic approach
enabled by digital biology.
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PROGRAMMABLE MEDICINE

CONVERGENCE OF BIOLOGY AND AI

Programmable medicines are part of a larger transformative
force that is already being felt: “digital biology” or the
conversion of physical matter into information. Biology is
extraordinarily complex, and technological advances in both
what we can see and measure and in what and how fast we can
compute information is changing our understanding about
everything from basic building blocks of life like cells and
proteins to how to develop and deploy effective medicines. It is
changing not just treatment but discovery and assessment.

As my colleagues Armen Mkrtchyan and Karim
Lakhani write in an essay published by Flagship
earlier this week:

Just as the term “biotechnology” was introduced to describe the
application of engineering and biosciences principles to raw
materials to create new products, we believe the next century
will be one of “digital biology,” in which complex biological
problems are translated into computational ones.

Source: Flagship Pioneering, Annual Letter, Jan 2022

We believe AI and biology are the principal and
mutually enabling innovation engines of our
generation, particularly so when combining forces.
Applying machine learning to large biological
datasets has begun to elucidate the cause-andeffect relationships underlying human genetics and
disease. In the opposite direction, we have only
scratched the surface in terms of leveraging biology
to advance AI research. (Read full essay here).
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THE HUNT FOR VALUE
On the one hand, 2021 was an extraordinary year for life
science investment, with several chart-topping raises by earlystage companies. More private capital flowed into early-stage
biotech companies – and in larger amounts – than in any year I
can remember. A recent article in Boston Business
Journal listed the top 10 biotech investment rounds in the
Boston area in 2021: the average raised was $397 million. Just
four or five years ago, a typical Series B raised $50 million.
On the other hand, the story in public markets was quite
different, and 2021 was largely considered a rout for biotech: a
cooling off from the coronavirus-led enthusiasm that fueled the
sector’s stocks in 2020. But public market performance doesn’t
tell the whole story of the hunt for value in biotech, or even the
most interesting part. We’ve always believed that multiproduct
bioplatform companies are most likely to create exponential
potential.
Source: Flagship Pioneering, Annual Letter, Jan 2022

POST-PANDEMIC REGULATORY MINDSET
What other forces, beyond the market, have the power to
either fuel or frustrate biotech innovation? The regulatory
framework, responsible for assuring safety and efficacy before
products come to market. The lengthy – and very resourceintensive – regulatory approval process to bring drugs or
diagnostics to market has been a gating factor, along with the
costly and often specialized process of then manufacturing
these products at scale once approved.
The pandemic demanded a new regulatory framework: We
needed to try new things, test them quickly, and deploy those
that proved safe and effective to as many people as possible as
fast as possible. Since December of 2020, the Food and Drug
Administration, World Health Organization, and other
regulatory bodies have authorized for emergency use or
approved for commercial distribution at least two dozen
vaccines and therapeutics for COVID-19, as well as numerous
tests.
25

Biotech Sector Condition
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Biotech Total Sector Value Has Dropped by 29% In the
Last Six Months
$700,000
$600,000

GLOBAL BIOTECH VALUATION EVOLUTION, JUNE 19, 2021 TO JAN 19, 2022
($ Millions)
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-15.0%

$400,000
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$300,000
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Source: CapitalIQ, Biotechs were defined as companies in the biopharma sector that do not yet have a commercial product

Today
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Biotech Value Decline Consistent Across Capitalization
GLOBAL BIOTECH VALUATION EVOLUTION, JUNE 19, 2021 TO JAN 19, 2022
(SORTED BY MARKET CAP ON DEC 19, 2021)

$67,546
$95,922
$110,921

$344,915

Sub $200mm

$200mm - $500mm
$500mm - $1bn

$1bn Market Cap

$44,452
$81,189
$94,074

$306,970

$40,891
$70,614
$85,250

Today

Week Ago

$95,922

$81,189

$70,614

$110,921
$344,915

$94,074

$306,970

Source: CapitalIQ, Biotechs were defined as companies in the biopharma sector that do not yet have a commercial product

$79,040

$254,466

Month Ago
$44,452

$66,078

$272,884

6 Months Ago
$67,546

$38,711

$40,891

$38,711

$85,250

$79,040

$272,884

$66,078
$254,466
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Returns by Biotech
Subfield, Nov 19,
2021 to Jan 19, 2022
The market has been broadly
down over the last two months.
Gene editing has fared best,
trading up overall. Endocrinology,
AI, Oncology antibodies, precision
oncology, radiopharma, antiinfectives, virology and ENT have
all traded down more than 30%.

Biotech Global Aggregated Subfield Returns
(Percent Change in Market Cap), Nov 19, 2021 to Jan 19, 2022

Subfield
Gene Editing
Neuroscience
Rare Disease
Immunology
Oncology - Biologics
Alzheimers
Vaccines
Gene therapy
Ophthalmology
Nucleic Acids
Nephrology
Cell therapy
Oncology - Small molecules
Hepatology
Gastroenterology
China
Oncology - ADC
Hematology
Entire Market
Protein Degradation
Cardiovascular
Pain
Hospital Therapeutics
Dermatology
RNAi
Fibrosis
Oncology - Precision
Infection
Ear & Nose & Throat
Virology
Oncology – Radiopharma
Oncology – Antibodies
AI / Machine Learning
Endocrinology

Count
8
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31
28
25
9
14
5
20
25
15
47
43
10
5
44
9
4
554
6
10
4
6
8
7
4
28
14
5
13
4
40
5
10

Source: CapitalIQ, Biotechs were defined as companies in the biopharma sector that do not yet have a commercial product

Last Week
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Is Biotech Ready for a Downdraft?
Median Net Cash of Top 500 Global Biotechs
($Millions, Selected by Enterprise Value, Jan 19, 2022)
$160
$140

We looked at the Top 500 biotechs by value on Jan
19th. The median net cash was $137mm, up from
$41mm at year end 2019. By and large, the public
biotech sector enjoys a healthy cash runway. The
median years of burn in this group was 2.4 years.
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Source: CapitalIQ, Biotechs were defined as companies in the biopharma sector that do not yet have a commercial product
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Equity Markets Update
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Macroeconomics
The 10-year Treasury yields have risen quickly due to worries about Fed tightening. Volatility has been inching
up.
U.S. Treasury 10-Year

1.87%
Up 13 bps over last week
Up 41 bps last month

CBOE Volatility (VIX)

22.8%

Up from 18.76 on Jan 10.
Omicron worries receding
despite spike in infections.

BB U.S. High Yield
Bond Spread

2.27%
Down 25bps last month

CPI

6%
Since December 2021

Moving with VIX consistently in
recent weeks months

SINGAPORE, Jan 13 (Reuters) - Two months after U.S. President Joe Biden announced an unprecedented effort among major oil consuming
economies to work together to bring down rising fuel prices, prices are again approaching multi-year highs. And Biden has few options to stop
the rally. Global benchmark Brent crude passed $84 a barrel on Wednesday and leading analysts are forecasting that oil could pass $100 a barrel
in the first quarter.

Source: CapitalIQ, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis FRED database.
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Equity Market Returns, Full Year 2021

Small and midcap biotech were savaged. Large cap healthcare did well. The best performing sector in healthcare
was healthcare technology. Large cap tech stocks did extraordinarily well in 2021.
33.35%

24.1%
18.30%
13.70%

13.80%

26.89%

20.10%

14.30%

9.45%
3.3%

5.63%

-0.6%

-13.10%

-22.79%

-20.5%

MSCI China ARCA Biotech MSCI LatAm
Nasdaq
S&P
Index
Index (XBI)
Index
Biotech Index Healthcare
(NBI)
Equipment

Source: CapitalIQ

Nikkei 225
Index

S&P
Healthcare
Services

Russell 2000 MSCI Europe
Index
Index

FTSE 100
Index

S&P
Healthcare
Tech

MSCI World India Nifty 50
Index
Index

S&P 500
Index

S&P Info Tech
Index
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The Big Story from 2021 is Big Cap Evolution

Five years ago, the top five tech companies had a value that was 67% higher than the top five healthcare companies. Today, the ratio
of the value of the two is 410%. Tech has scaled massively versus the rest of the economy, especially in the pandemic.

Total Enterprise Value ($ Billions)

$10,000

$10,000

Top 5 Other (Global)

$10,000

$9,000

$9,000

$9,000

$8,000

$8,000

$8,000

$7,000

$7,000

$7,000

$6,000

$6,000

$6,000

$5,000

$5,000

$4,000

$4,000

$3,000

$3,000

$2,000
$1,000
$0

AbbVie
Pfizer

Roche
J&J

Top 5 Healthcare (Global)

UnitedHealth

$1,055

$1,534

EV Year
Ago

$131

$212

$217

$257

$302
$176

Source: CapitalIQ, Jan 3, 2022

$2,000

$3,077
$1,875

$386
$367
$312

Enterprise
Value
Today

$0

$308

Walmart

$349

Home Depot

$503

Saudi Aramco

$342

Visa

$451

Berkshire

$9,948

$6,681

$5,000

$2,000

$1,760

$1,000
EV 5
Years Ago

EV Year
Ago

$259

$343

$183

$477

$197
$436
$800

$469
$708

$1,080

Enterprise
Value
Today

$0

$452

Tesla

$474

Alphabet

$2,002

Apple Inc.

$463

Amazon

$643

Microsoft

The other change of
note is that United
Healthcare has gone
from the #4 most valued
player in health five
years ago to #1 today.
The efficient payor has
ended up more valuable
than the drug provider.

$4,000
$3,000

$1,000

EV 5 Years
Ago
$230

$1,952

$4,034

Top 5 Tech (Global)

EV 5 Years
Ago

EV Year
Ago

$35

$734

$470

$1,663

$468

$1,627

$359
$426

$671

$1,967

Enterprise
Value
Today
$1,059
$1,748
$1,808
$2,473
$2,859

Big pharma has the
obvious problem of
having to replace its
portfolio as drugs come
off of patent. These
companies tend to have
a few (or one) payors as
their main customer in
each country which also
constrains market
power.
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Nasdaq Biotech Continues to be Weak in 2022
The NASDAQ Biotech Index is down 10.7% for the year and has dropped 4% so far this week. The XBI is down
6% for the week and 15.5% for the year.
NASDAQ Biotech Index, Jan 1, 2020 to Jan 18, 2022
5400

4900

4400

3900

3400

2900

Source: CapitalIQ
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Heavy Short Selling in U.S. Biotech in 2022

Biotech investors rationally anticipate poor results, financings and forced selling at weakened biotechs and have been taking large
short positions in a number of these stocks. Short interest is high relative to levels in the last year at present.

Highest Short Interest as a Fraction of Float in U.S. Spec Pharma / Biotech Stocks as of January 2022.
Enterprise Value ($mm, Jan
15, 2022)

EBITDA ($MM)

Short Interest as a % of Float

480.1

-135.9

48.8

206

-87.3

48.4

Prelude Therapeutics Incorporated (NasdaqGS:PRLD)

122.8

-99.4

44

Cassava Sciences, Inc. (NasdaqCM:SAVA)

1594.7

-20.8

36.3

Intercept Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (NasdaqGS:ICPT)

644.6

-70.9

34.2

Edgewise Therapeutics, Inc. (NasdaqGS:EWTX)

572.2

-36.5

33.1

Bolt Biotherapeutics, Inc. (NasdaqGS:BOLT)

-40.3

-81.6

32.4

Spruce Biosciences, Inc. (NasdaqGS:SPRB)

-5.24

-41.2

29.8

Ocugen, Inc. (NasdaqCM:OCGN)

742.3

-46

28.3

215

-79.8

26.8

Ikena Oncology, Inc. (NasdaqGM:IKNA)

169.6

-51.4

26.5

DermTech, Inc. (NasdaqCM:DMTK)

189.2

-58.7

26.1

Phathom Pharmaceuticals, Inc. (NasdaqGS:PHAT)

324.4

-154

25.7

G1 Therapeutics, Inc. (NasdaqGS:GTHX)

255.1

-128.5

25.2

Company Name

Heron Therapeutics, Inc. (NasdaqCM:HRTX)

IGM Biosciences, Inc. (NasdaqGS:IGMS)
Cortexyme, Inc. (NasdaqGS:CRTX)

Oyster Point Pharma, Inc. (NasdaqGS:OYST)

Source: CapitalIQ

848.5

-217

50.4
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Life Sciences Equity Markets is at an All-Time Value
Value of Public Life Sciences Companies Worldwide by Subsector
Record ($8.5 Trillion)
The life sciences sector dropped in value by 0.8% last week ($110 billion). Biotech had another ugly week (down 4.4%)
and is down 17.2% for the month. API, CDMO, pharma services and HCIT were in positive territory last week.

Sector

Count

Enterprise Value (Jan 16, 2022,
$millions)

Change in Last Week
(percent)

Change in Last Month
(percent)

Change in Last Year
(percent)

Biotech

893

$382,859

-4.4%

-17.2%

-23.6%

CDMO

41

$297,699

0.6%

-8.7%

9.6%

Diagnostics

81

$321,143

-3.6%

-10.9%

1.5%

OTC

32

$27,367

-0.8%

0.0%

-5.2%

Pharma

704

$5,832,818

-0.4%

-1.7%

6.1%

Services

41

$284,878

0.5%

-8.6%

18.4%

Tools

54

$836,717

-1.5%

-7.7%

21.2%

Devices

187

$2,000,824

-1.5%

-3.4%

1.1%

HCIT

12

$80,772

1.2%

-7.7%

-30.9%

Total

2127

$10,176,894

-0.8%

-3.9%

4.5%

API

Source: CapitalIQ

82

$111,522

4.0%

9.2%

16.4%
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What Does Fed Tightening Mean for Biotech for the
Full Year?
On average, since 1994 the Nasdaq Biotech Index (NBI) has gone up 68% of the time. Only four of the last 28 years have seen the Fed
initiate a tightening cycle, marked by an increase in Fed Funds. The NBI has gone up in three of those four years (75%). We do not see Fed
tightening as a necessary negative for the biopharma market. Most likely, if history is any guide, 2022 will be an up market year for
biotech.
Fed Funds Rate versus Nasdaq Biotech Index, 1993 to 2022
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Source: Fed Funds rate from FRED, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. NASDAQ Biotech Index from CapitalIQ.
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Funds flow flat last week.

Money continues to flow into biopharma funds over recent months but last week was even.

Source: EPFR Informa, Jan 16,2022
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Public Equity Offerings

40

Weekly
Global
Biopharma
IPO by
Volume
Biopharma
Sector
IPO Activity
Month, 2020 to 2021

Last week saw slow IPO volume with one deal pricing in the U.S. (Hillstream) and one deal pricing in China (ChengDa Pharma)
Biopharma IPO Volume ($ million), Weekly, May 24, 2020 to Jan 17, 2022
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Last Year Set an All-Time Record for Biopharma IPO
Volume
Total Global Biopharma Market IPO Activity, 1996 to 2021
$30,000

Dollar Volume of Issuance $ Millions)
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Biopharma Sector IPO Activity by Month, 2020 to 2021
Weekly Global Biopharma Follow-On Equity Volume

The weak equity market environment is being felt in the follow-on market. Last week’s equity issuance of $507mm was quite slow.
Biopharma Equity Follow-On Volume ($ million), Weekly, May 2020 to Jan 16, 2022
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Last Year Was the Second Busiest Year for Equity
Follow-on Activity on Record
Total Global Biopharma Market Follow-On Equity Issuance Activity, 1996 to 2021
Dollar Volume of Issuance $
Millions)
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Private Capital Markets Environment
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Last Year Set All-Time Record for Venture Private
Offerings in Biopharma
VOLUME OF BIOPHARMA PRIVATE VENTURE EQUITY FINANCING ROUNDS BY
YEAR, 2000 - 2021, WORLDWIDE

Aggregate Dollar Volume of Private Financings ($mm)
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Weekly
Global
Biopharma
Venture
Equity Placements
Biopharma
Sector
IPO Activity
by Month,
2020 to 2021

We saw $1.7 billion in private equity placements complete last week. If the pace of the last two weeks holds up, we will have the
highest volume month ever this January for biopharma market venture equity raises.
Biopharma Venture Equity Privates Trend ($ million), Weekly, May 2020 to Jan 2022
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Maze Therapeutics Announces $190 Million Financing
To Support the Advancement of Nine Precision Medicine Programs and Compass Platform for
Genetically Defined Diseases
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, Calif.–(BUSINESS WIRE)–Maze Therapeutics, a company translating genetic insights
into new precision medicines, today announced a $190 million financing led by Matrix Capital Management
with participation from General Catalyst, a16z Bio+Health, Woodline Partners, Casdin Capital, City Hill
Ventures, Foresite Capital, Driehaus Capital Management, Moore Strategic Ventures, Terra Magnum Capital
Partners, NS Investments and several others. Maze was launched in 2019 with a financing led by Third Rock
Ventures and ARCH Venture Partners, with participation from GV, Foresite Capital, Casdin Capital, Alexandria
Venture Investments and other undisclosed investors and has since generated nine programs and two jointventures. In conjunction with the financing, Maze also announced that Matrix Capital Management’s Andy
Tran has joined the company’s board of directors.
“Over the past year, Maze has generated data across multiple disease areas and modalities,” said Jason
Coloma, Ph.D., president and chief executive officer of Maze. “I am confident that Maze has emerged at
precisely the right moment with the right people to execute on an ambitious and important mission, and I
am proud of our team for the progress made in our pipeline to date. As we transition to a clinical-stage
company, we believe this financing provides important resources to advance our pipeline and to uncover
new genetic associations to develop precision medicines for patients with genetically defined diseases.”

We encourage you to go to
Maze’s site and read through
their corporate deck. It’s
thoughtful and quite
interesting.
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Center for Breakthrough Medicines receives $350M investment
THE MERCURY, JAN 12, 2022: The Center for Breakthrough Medicines (CBM)
has announced that it has received $350 million in equity financing from SK
Inc. of South Korea. Center for Breakthrough Medicines and SK Inc. entered
into exclusive negotiations in November.
Established in 2019, the Center for Breakthrough Medicines offers fully
integrated pre-clinical through commercial manufacturing capabilities
including process development, plasmid DNA, and viral vector
manufacturing, cell banking, cell processing, and a full suite of testing and
analytic capabilities. The company is headquartered at The Discovery Labs, a
2.8 million-square-foot campus in Upper Merion for life sciences institutions
and startups.
SK Inc. is a publicly-traded holding company based in Seoul, South Korea that
primarily invests in energy, chemicals, semiconductors, logistics, services and
biopharma sectors, with significant investments in cell and gene therapy.

Source: https://www.pottsmerc.com/2022/01/12/center-for-breakthrough-medicines-receives-350m-investment/
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The M&A Environment
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Global Biopharma M&A Activity Continues to Be Soft
Biopharma
Weekly
M&A
Volume,
June
2020
to
December
2021
Through 2021. Quite a Few Smaller Deals Happening.
December was the second busiest of the year for M&A activity.

Monthly M&A Activity ($volume, $mm), June 2020 to Nov 2021
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Total Global M&A Volume Down Slightly in 2021
Biopharma M&A Volume by Year ($ Billions)
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About Torreya
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Torreya is a Global Life Sciences Investment Bank
We are known for:

•

Deep Relationships

•

Operating Perspective

•
•

Representative Transaction Work
Mergers &
Acquisitions

We have strong personal relationships across the
pharmaceutical and healthcare sectors.
Many of our senior colleagues come from industry and
bring decades of experience.

Deal Excellence

Torreya is known as a firm that gets tough deals done.
Our team is skilled in highly structured transactions.

Sale to

$1.5 billion

$1.05 billion

$260 million
August 2021

September 2020

+ milestones
March 2021

Biotech

Generic Pharma

Specialty Pharma

Specialty Pharma

Specialty Pharma

Acquired by

Strategic collaboration to
discover and develop
novel therapies for
metabolic disorders with

Sale of E7777 to

Out-license of specialty
therapy for IgA
Nephropathy in Europe to

October 2020

Licensing,
Asset Sales
& JVs

Healthcare Focus

Our healthcare focus spans pharma, biotech,
bioproduction, pharma services, physician services and
HCIT.

Acquisition of
generics business of

Advisor in its merger
with

Sale of
Intrathecal business to

$203 million

Growth
Equity,
Structured
Financings &
Venture
Raises

June 2017

Acquisition of

$225 million

$106 million

Up to $1.5 billion

$40 million upfront

Up to €97.5 million

December 2021

+ $76 million milestones
September 2021

Specialty Pharma

March 2017

August 2021

Specialty Pharma

Specialty Pharma

Biotech

Biotech

Equity investment from

Sale of majority stake
to

Debt recapitalization &
acquisition of
NextWave
Pharmaceuticals from

Investment by

$125 million

$200 million

$125 million
April 2019

September 2018

January 2022

Growth Equity /
Pharma Services

PE Recap /
Generics

Debt /
Specialty Pharma

Growth Equity /
Pharma Services

February 2021

Sale of 100%
equity stake to

+ royalties
July 2021

Series E equity
financing

$104 million
May 2021

Growth Equity /
Diagnostics

Torreya: Active Global Presence With 40+ Professionals
Focused on the Pharma and Life Sciences Sector
Top Investment Banks in Pharma Industry Strategic Deals
Jan 1, 2021 to Nov 15, 2021 by Deal Count and Total Value
(Includes Announced, Pending and Closed Transactions)

New York

Moscow

London

Beijing
Shanghai

Riyadh

Mexico City

Mumbai

Seoul
Tokyo

Hong Kong

Rio de Janeiro
TORREYA
AFFILIATE RELATIONSHIP*

•
•
•
•

32 people based in New York

•

6 people based in Mumbai

•

9 people based in London
1 person in Tokyo

We cover Latin America, South Africa and
parts of Asia through affiliate relationships

4 people cover the China market from a home
base in the United States

* Key affiliate partners are Kybora in Africa and MidEast; Novus Capital in Russia; Natixis in China and Korea; Panarea in Latin America; and GCA in Japan.

Advisory Firm
Torreya
Goldman Sachs
Centerview
Jefferies
JP Morgan
MTS Health
Morgan Stanley
Rothschild
Credit Suisse
SVB Leerink
Lazard
Barclays
Evercore
RBC
Moelis
William Blair
PriceWaterhouseCoopers
Stifel
Sawaya Partners

Deal Count
18
12
12
11
9
7
7
7
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
2
2
2

Total Value
($mm)
$1,303
$20,621
$27,042
$5,215
$12,455
$1,299
$22,618
$6,239
$9,606
$2,298
$3,703
$4,135
$7,101
$705
$1,771
$321
$938
$168
$762

Source: CapIQ and Torreya calculations. Notes: Transactions are included in the pharmaceutical sector, the OTC sector and pharmaceutical
manufacturing. Only transactions larger than $10mm included. SPAC deals excluded. When multiple advisors are present the deal credit is divided by
the number of groups present to apportion deal value. Contingent payments are discounted by 75%.
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Delivering Results For Clients in 2021
Great outcomes for clients from recent engagements

Metabolic Disease Program
License to

Up to $50 million

+ $1.5 billion in milestones

December 2021

Sale to

$340 million
August 2021

Regor’s AI
technology will allow
Lilly to accelerate
innovation and
deliver novel
therapies in obesity
and diabetes. Regor
kept China rights.

Chiasma had
brought Mycapssa®
to market for
acromegaly. Amryt
was looking to grow
its platform while
realizing synergies
in the combination

Acquired by

$95 million

+ $85 million in milestones

September 2021

Sale of 100%
equity stake to

$106 million
+ milestones

June 2021

Sirion’s gene
therapy vectors
were gaining
traction, especially
in the lentiviral
area. Perkin Elmer
pursued this
growth business in
gene therapy.
Hemmo sold
100% equity
stake to acquired
by Piramal
Pharma
Solutions,
through its
financial sponsor
The Carlyle
Group

Series E equity financing

$104 million
June 2021

Equity investment from

$200 million
February 2021

Binx raised $104
million as a preIPO financing
from a range of
investors led by
Orbimed, Parius
and Arrowmark.
Heavily over
subscribed.
Indegene sold a
minority stake to
through a
secondary sale
from existing
shareholders and
a primary
investment into
the company
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Key Pharma Sector Contacts at Torreya
Tom Bird

Kelly Curtin

Masaki Doi, Ph.D.

Peter Garrambone, Jr.

Benj Garrett

tom.bird@torreya.com

kelly.curtin@torreya.com

masaki.doi@torreya.com

pete.garrambone@torreya.com

benj.garrett@torreya.com

Partner
New York Office

Managing Director, Pharma
London Office

Director, Japan Coverage
Tokyo

Partner, Pharma Transactions
New York Office

Partner, Pharma M&A
New York Office

Leslie Gautam

Kylor Hua

Nitin Lath

Allen Lefkowitz

Stephanie Léouzon

leslie.gautam@torreya.com

kylor.hua@torreya.com

hetal.vora@torreya.com

allen.lefkowitz@torreya.com

stephanie.leouzon@torreya.com

Executive Director, Digital Therapeutics
New York Office

Executive Director, Biotechnology
New York Office

Managing Director, India
Mumbai Office

Partner, Generics
New York Office

Partner, Head of Europe
London Office

Jie Liu

Tim Opler, Ph.D.

Alan Selby, M.B.Ch.B.

Mark Simon

Hetal Vora

jie.liu@torreya.com

tim.opler@torreya.com

alan.selby@torreya.com

mark.simon@torreya.com

hetal.vora@torreya.com

Managing Director, China
New York Office

Partner, Pharmaceuticals
New York Office

Managing Director, Private Equity
London Office

Partner, Biotechnology
New York Office

Executive Director, India
Mumbai Office
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Disclaimer

This presentation may not be used or relied upon for any purpose other than as specifically contemplated
by a written agreement with Torreya. This publication has been prepared for general guidance on matters
of interest only, and does not constitute professional advice. You should not act upon the Information
contained in this publication without obtaining specific professional advice. The information used in
preparing these materials was obtained from or through public sources. Torreya assumes no responsibility
for independent verification of such information and has relied on such information being complete and
accurate in all material respects. No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made
and no responsibility is accepted by Torreya as to or in relation to the accuracy or completeness or
otherwise of these materials or as to the reasonableness of any other information made available in
connection with these materials (whether in writing or orally) to any interested party (or its advisors).
Torreya will not be liable for any direct, indirect, or consequential loss or damage suffered by any person as
a result of relying on any statement contained in these materials or any such other information. None of
these materials, the information contained in them or any other information supplied in connection with
these materials, will form the basis of any contract. To the extent such information includes estimates and
forecasts of future financial performance (including estimates of potential cost savings and synergies)
prepared by or reviewed and discussed with the managements of the Company and/or other potential
transaction participants or obtained from public sources, we have assumed that such estimates and
forecasts have been reasonably prepared on bases reflecting the best currently available estimates and
judgments of such managements (or, with respect to estimates and forecast obtained from public sources,
represent reasonable estimates). There is no guarantee that any of these estimates and projections will be
achieved. Actual results will vary from the projections and such variations may be material. Nothing
contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation as to the past or future. Torreya
expressly disclaims any and all liability relating or resulting from the use of this presentation. Torreya
assumes no obligation to update or otherwise review these materials. These materials have been prepared
by Torreya and its affiliates and accordingly information reflected or incorporated into these materials may
be shared with employees of Torreya and its affiliates and agents regardless of location. This presentation
speaks only as of the date it is given, and the views expressed are subject to change based upon a number
of factors, including market conditions.
Distribution of this presentation to any person other than the recipient is unauthorized. This material must
not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed to others at any time without the prior written consent of
Torreya. This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed
as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related financial instrument. You should not
construe the contents of this presentation as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a
recommendation. Torreya does not provide any tax advice. Any tax statement herein regarding any U.S.

federal or other tax is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding any penalties. Any such statement herein was written to support the marketing or
promotion of the transaction(s) or matter(s) to which the statement related. Each taxpayer should seek
advice based on the taxpayer's particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. This presentation
does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that the Company may require. No
investment, divestment or other financial decisions or actions should be based solely on the information in
this presentation.
The distribution of these materials in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and, accordingly,
recipients represent that they are able to receive this memorandum without contravention of any unfulfilled
registration requirements or other legal restrictions in the jurisdiction in which they reside or conduct
business. By accepting these materials, the recipient agrees to be bound by the foregoing limitations.
Insofar as these materials originate in the United Kingdom or are capable of having an effect in the United
Kingdom (within the meaning of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000) they are
directed only at classes of recipient at whom they may lawfully be directed without contravening that
section or any applicable provisions of the Conduct of Business Sourcebook of the Financial Conduct
Authority, including persons of a kind described in Article 19 (Investment professionals) or Article 49 (High
net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc.) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000
(Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) and are not intended to be distributed or passed on,
directly or indirectly, to or relied or acted on, by any other class of persons. Torreya (Europe) LLP, which is
authorised and regulated in the United Kingdom by the Financial Conduct Authority, is not acting for you in
connection with any potential transaction(s) described in these materials and thus will not be responsible
for providing you the protections afforded to clients of Torreya (Europe) LLP or for advising you in
connection with any potential transaction(s) as described in these materials except and unless subject to a
subsequent specific written agreement relating to such potential transaction(s) between you and Torreya
(Europe) LLP.

Torreya (Europe) LLP is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Securities
offered in the United States are offered through Torreya Capital LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC.
Not all transactions that Torreya advises on are securities transactions, and therefore not all our
firm team members listed in this presentation are registered representatives of FINRA/SIPC.
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